
THE ULTIMATE
GUIDE TO

CRYSTALS IN
YOUR

BUSINESS

Discover the power of
crystals and their

properties, which can,
with the power of
intention, help you

secure success.

This guide has some
of Kerry’s personal

favourites.



Crystals are fantastic resources and indeed allies to have in your
business to enhance the energetics and creative boosting involved
to ensure success.

Selenite:

Not only is this crystal good to keep your business space energetically clean and tidy
to stop stagnant energies accumulating around you as you work but having a selenite
(or gypsum spar) sitting on top of your desk will promote peace and calm out to all
around you.
Place in and around your home as well as workspace. In all four corners of the property
or room is best to keep the vibrational frequency high.

Orange Calcite:

One of THE best stones for enhancing and fostering creativity where-ever it is required
within your business. 
Sit a piece where you do most of your work.

Apophyllite:

To soothe and restore nerves when things feel overwhelming.
Keep a piece next to your bedside as well as your desk to keep your sleep clear of
worries.   



Aventurine:  

Give all your hard work a helping hand with Aventurine. Wear it for as long as you wish
and watch success unfold. Helps you take a leap of Faith. 
Best worn as a pendant.

Citrine:

This sunny stone is GREAT for optimising energy levels and seeing the bright side of life
and holding your energy, courage and nerve steady in times when it is needed.   
The clearer the stone the better (avoid heated amethyst if you can)
Best worn or placed in purse or pocket.

Tiger’s Eye:

For protection and the courage to push forward business growth and improves insight
in to how you can do that.
Wear as an amulet.

Clear Quartz:

To amplify and increase intention, energy and thought.
Perfect for ALL business owners.
Place in the room where you work most.   



 Your Secret Energy Source for Business Success

As a business founder, your success is deeply connected to your overall wellbeing. It's
not about sacrificing one for the other – it's about finding the balance that propels you
forward. Crystals work energetically so there is no requirement for you to be in the
room so saves long journeys and therefore you can relax more.

Explore various ways to work with me:

In-person or Online - Experience the benefits of crystal healing sessions from the
comfort of your space.

Family Packages
Business Owner Packages
Individual sessions

Behind the scenes, I've been supporting business owners to clear overwhelm, relax and
unwind thus helping them feel more energised and cope with external pressures more
easily which paves the way for a more aligned and harmonious approach to success.

Rest assured, I offer a completely confidential service. Whether you choose online, in-
person or a package, you can come to me, let go whilst continuing to create a
successful business.

Crystals - Your Secret To Success:  www.rahannireflex.com

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/secrettosuccess?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZWDyxPdTuTfSd3gMyCXbPibgKW7ClRdc1TpWL8bgrmV7pks1Rj-vM80q5-1wZHbk73baVXTVUsMwdH_MNK9xTH8JS5nPJJfddPAfrhBdANt5vS0hEcVczm3rOd1HdzEEqk&__tn__=*NK-R

